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Approaching the Future
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A look back at the future
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A broader framing

In Community Health Forum, Winter 2018
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A fundamental shift
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A new value set
Phase A Phase B

achievement
equity

exclusivity
inclusion

conformity
authenticity
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Big changes have been happening
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But big change can be messy
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Three Scenarios for the Future of Health Care
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Scenario #1: Whiplash
● Constantly changing funding 

models and policy priorities
● 2021 Democratic-led “Harriscare” 

reform undermined by GOP in 2025

● CHC leaders devote countless hours 
to advocacy, achieving only short-
term results

● Competing values: "health equity" 
vs. "winner take all"

● CHC leaders struggle to maintain 
basic systems amidst uncertainty
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Poll Question: Scenario #1 WHIPLASH

Based on what you know today, what probability would you 
assign to this scenario?

A. >90%
B. 65%
C. 35%
D. <10%

Instructions:
1. Post your vote on the polling platform (nachc.cnf.io), 

click on WTHA4 Future of Health Care, Scenario #1 
WHIPLASH.
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Scenario Polling at nachc.cnf.io
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Scenario Polling
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Scenario Polling
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Scenario #2: Divestment

● Country’s attention consumed by 
immigration, foreign policy crises, 
and extreme weather events

● Legislative inaction on social “safety 
net,” despite advocacy and 
bipartisan support

● A return to “pull yourself up by your 
bootstraps” mythology

● Prevailing value: “Some people 
matter, some people don't.”

● CHC leaders struggle to survive and 
adapt to scarcity
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Poll Question: Scenario #2 DIVESTMENT

Based on what you know today, what probability would 
you assign to this scenario?

A. >90%
B. 65%
C. 35%
D. <10%

Instructions:
1. Post your vote on the polling platform (nachc.cnf.io), 

click on WTHA4 Future of Health Care, Scenario #2 
DIVESTMENT.
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Scenario #3: Systems 
Change

● “Grand coalition” achieves basic 
health services for all, free of charge

● Private health insurance survives; 
“Medicare for all” efforts lose steam

● CHCs lose privileged position as 
“safety net” providers, and must 
compete on equal footing

● Prevailing value: "good health 
makes good sense"

● CHC leaders struggle to compete on 
value and to adapt to more 
complex emerging demand
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Poll Question: Scenario #3SYSTEM CHANGE

Based on what you know today, what probability would 
you assign to this scenario?

A. >90%
B. 65%
C. 35%
D. <10%

Instructions:
1. Post your vote on the polling platform (nachc.cnf.io), 

click on WTHA4 Future of Health Care, Scenario #3 
SYSTEM CHANGE.
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Table Discussions
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Table Discussion #1
Your table has been assigned ONE of the three scenarios:
1. Yellow – Whiplash
2. Pink – Divestment
3. Blue – Systems Change

If YOUR ASSIGNED scenario came true by 2025:

1. What else would be true? (i.e. socially, politically, 
economically, ecologically, or technologically)

2. What are the most significant changes as compared to 2018?
3. What news headlines would you expect to see along the way?
Instructions:
1. Use colored answer forms for discussion and documentation.
2. Post your brief answers on the polling platform by scenario.  
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Table Discussion #1 Polling
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Table Discussion #1 Polling
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ONE RESPONSE PER SUBMISSION, PLEASE



Table Discussion #1: Results tabulated and will 
inform Friday AM discussions.

Scenario #1: Whiplash

Scenario #2: Divestment

Scenario #3: Systems Change
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Taking It Further
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Moderator:  Grace Wang, MD, MPH 

Expanders:
Cindy Stergar
Chief Executive Officer
Montana Primary Care Association (MT)

Ross Brooks
Chief Executive Officer
Mountain Family Health Centers (CO)

Stan McKee
Consumer Board Member
Community Health Service Agency (TX)
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Table Discussion #2
You have been assigned ONE of the three scenarios:
1. Yellow – Whiplash
2. Pink – Divestment
3. Blue – Systems Change

In YOUR ASSIGNED scenario:

4. What top 3 strategies would be most effective in advancing the 
mission of community health centers?

Instructions

Post your top 3 strategies on the polling platform.  One strategy per 
submission. Turn in paper answer forms.
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Table Discussion #2 Polling
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Table Discussion #2 Polling
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ONE STRATEGY PER SUBMISSION, PLEASE



Table Discussion #2 Voting EXAMPLE
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Instructions

On the polling platform, vote for the strategies that would be 
most effective in your scenario.  



Leading through Epochal Change
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Geological time includes now

asdsafsd
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Reinventing organizations
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Leading through epochal change

危
机

We grow so we can 
solve problems.

We face problems 
so we can grow.
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Struggle is a given

Scenario #1: Whiplash
● CHC leaders struggle to maintain 

basic systems amidst uncertainty

Scenario #2: Divestment
● CHC leaders struggle to survive and 

adapt to scarcity

Scenario #3: Systems Change
● CHC leaders struggle to compete on 

value and to adapt to more complex 
emerging demand
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Growing through epochal change

● How are you responding to 
the current situation?

● Why?
● How would you like to 

respond?
● What new thinking would 

allow you to do that?
● What evidence is there for 

that way of thinking?
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Final thoughts

“The moral arc of the universe is long, but it bends 
toward justice.”

-Theodore Parker

“In the long run we are all dead.”
-John Maynard Keynes
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Thank you! Good work!

Eric Meade
Futurist & Organizational Strategist
Co-founder, Epochal

www.epochal.us
eric@epochal.us
571-201-5379
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Question and Answer
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